CHAPTER 9A.

UNIFORM RESIDENTIAL LANDLORD AND TENANT ACT

ARTICLE I - GENERAL PROVISIONS AND DEFINITIONS

DIVISION I - SHORT TITLE, CONSTRUCTION, APPLICATION
AND SUBJECT MATTER OF THE CHAPTER

35-9A-101. Short Title

This chapter shall be known and may be cited as the "Alabama Uniform Residential Landlord and Tenant Act."

Comment

This Act concerns landlord-tenant relationships under rental agreements for residential purposes (Section 1.201)[35-9A-121]. The Act does not apply to rental agreements made for commercial, industrial, agricultural or any purpose other than residential.


(a) This chapter shall be liberally construed and applied to promote its underlying purposes and policies.

(b) Underlying purposes and policies of this chapter are:

(1) to simplify, clarify, modernize, and revise the law governing the rental of dwelling units and the rights and obligations of landlords and tenants;

(2) to encourage landlords and tenants to maintain and improve the quality of housing; and

(3) to make uniform the law with respect to the subject of this chapter among those states which enact it.
(c) This chapter shall be construed as applying only to the residential landlord and tenant relationship. The chapter does not create any duties in tort or causes of action in tort, nor does it deprive anyone of any causes of action in tort that may exist apart from this chapter.

Alabama Comment

Paragraph (c) has been added to emphasize this Act affects certain rights and responsibilities of parties that arise out of the landlord-tenant relationship. Other duties between parties remain unchanged and are governed by law apart from this Act.

Comment

Existing landlord-tenant law in the United States, save as modified by statute or judicial interpretation, is a product of English common law developed within an agricultural society at a time when doctrines of promissory contract were unrecognized. Thus, the landlord-tenant relationship was viewed as conveyance of a lease-hold estate and the covenants of the parties generally independent. These doctrines are inappropriate to modern urban conditions and inexpressive of the vital interests of the parties and the public which the law must protect.

This Act recognizes the modern tendency to treat performance of certain obligations of the parties as interdependent.

Liberal construction of this Act and its application for promotion of its underlying purposes and policies will permit development by the courts in light of unforeseen and new circumstances and practices. However, proper construction of the Act requires that its interpretation and application be limited to its reason.


Unless displaced by the provisions of this chapter, the principles of law and equity, including, but not limited to, the law relating to capacity to contract, mutuality of obligations, principal and agent, real property, public health, safety and fire prevention, estoppel, fraud, misrepresentation, duress, coercion, mistake, bankruptcy, or other validating or invalidating cause supplement its provisions.
Comment

This section, adapted from Section 1-103 [35-9A-103] of the Uniform Commercial Code, indicates the continued applicability to landlord-tenant relations of all supplemental bodies of law except in so far as they are explicitly displaced by this Act. The listing given in this section is merely illustrative; no listing could be exhaustive.


This chapter being a general act intended as a unified coverage of its subject matter, no part of it is to be construed as impliedly repealed by subsequent legislation if that construction can reasonably be avoided.

Comment

This section indicates the policy that no Act which bears evidence of carefully considered permanent regulative intention should lightly be regarded as impliedly repealed by subsequent legislation. This Act, carefully integrated and intended as a uniform codification of permanent character covering an entire “field” of law, is to be regarded as particularly resistant to implied repeal.

35-9A-105. Administration of Remedies; Enforcement.

(a) The remedies provided by this chapter shall be so administered that an aggrieved party may recover appropriate damages. The aggrieved party has a duty to mitigate damages; provided, the duty of a landlord shall not take priority over the landlord’s right to first rent other vacant units.

(b) Any right or obligation declared by this chapter is enforceable by action unless the provision declaring it specifies a different and limited effect.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (a) the last sentence was added to make clear the duty to mitigate damages when a tenant vacates the premises does not require the landlord to rent the property ahead of already vacant units.
Comment

Subsection (a) is intended to negate unduly narrow or technical interpretation of remedial provisions and to make clear that damages must be minimized. The use of the words “aggrieved party” is intended to indicate that in appropriate circumstances rights and remedies may extend to third persons under this Act or supplementary principles of law (compare Article IV, Divisions I and II).

Under subsection (b) any right or obligation described in this Act is enforceable by court action, even though no remedy may be expressly provided, unless a particular provision specifies a different and limited effect. Whether tort action, specific performance or equitable relief is available is determined not by this section but by specific provisions and supplementary principles (see Section 1.103)[35-9A-103].

35-9A-106. Settlement of Disputed Claim or Right.

A claim or right arising under this chapter or on a rental agreement, if disputed in good faith, may be settled by agreement.

Alabama Comment

This act does not address arbitration in any way. This section only authorizes and encourages the parties to settle their disagreements before resorting to judicial action.

Comment

This section applies to settlements of claims asserted by either landlord or tenant.

Subsequent sections of this Act (a) forbid the tenant from prior waiver of rights (Section 1.403)[35-9A-163], and (b) subject the bargain of the parties to the test of conscionability (Section 1.303)[35-9A-143].


A cause of action or civil complaint initiated pursuant to this chapter is not subject to the notice requirement of subsection (j) of Section 34-27-31.
Alabama Comment

The Real Estate Commission’s Recovery Fund in Ala. Code Section 34-27-31(j) requires a licensee to notify the Commission within 10 days of a complaint against the licensee. A tenant’s claim under this Residential Landlord Tenant Act is not subject to this notice requirement.

DIVISION II - SCOPE AND JURISDICTION

35-9A-121. Territorial Application.

This chapter applies to and is the exclusive remedy to regulate, and determine rights, obligations, and remedies under a rental agreement, wherever made, for a dwelling unit located within this state. No resolution or ordinance relative to landlords, rental housing codes, or the rights and obligations governing landlord and tenant relationships shall be enacted by any county or municipality that contravenes any provision of this chapter and any resolution or ordinance enacted both prior to or after the effective date of this chapter which contravenes any portion of this chapter is superseded by this chapter.

Alabama Comment

See Section 35-9A-102(c) which states this Act affects only the landlord-tenant relationship and does not create any cause of action or deprive anyone of a cause of action in tort. To make this abundantly clear, “and is the exclusive remedy to” has been added to the Uniform Act.

This act preempts municipalities and counties from enacting residential landlord tenant codes. Further, any code existing on the effective date of the act will be superseded by this Act. This preemption is only to specific residential landlord tenant codes and does not encompass municipal and county resolutions or ordinances that apply to general housing laws which affect health and safety.
35-9A-122. Exclusions from Application of Chapter.

Unless created to avoid the application of this chapter, the following arrangements are not governed by this chapter:

(1) residence at an institution, public or private, if incidental to detention or the provision of medical, geriatric, educational, counseling, religious, or similar service;

(2) occupancy under a contract of sale of a dwelling unit or the property of which it is a part, if the occupant is the purchaser or a person who succeeds to the interest of the purchaser;

(3) occupancy by a member of a fraternal or social organization in the portion of a structure operated for the benefit of the organization;

(4) transient occupancy in a hotel, motel, or lodgings;

(5) occupancy by an employee of a landlord whose right to occupancy is conditional upon employment in and about the premises;

(6) occupancy by an owner of a condominium unit or a holder of a proprietary lease in a cooperative;

(7) occupancy under a rental agreement covering premises rented by the occupant primarily for agricultural purposes;

(8) continuation of occupancy by the seller or a member of the seller's family for a period of not more than thirty-six (36) months after the sale of a dwelling unit or the property of which it is a part.

Alabama Comment

In paragraph (7) the word “rented” has been substituted for the word “used” in the Uniform Act for clarity.

Paragraph (8) has been added to provide that a continued occupancy by the seller for a period of not more than 36 months after selling the dwelling is not governed under this act.
Comment

This Act regulates landlord-tenant relations in residential properties. It is not intended to apply where residence is incidental to another primary purpose such as residence in a prison, a hospital or nursing home, a dormitory owned and operated by a college or school, or residence by a landlord’s employee such as a custodian, janitor, guard or caretaker rendering service in or about the demised premises. This Act is intended to apply to government or public agencies acting as landlords (Section 1.301 (8))[35-9A-141(8)].

This Act does not apply to occupancy by a purchaser under a contract of sale. This Act applies to occupancy by the holder of an option to purchase, as distinguished from a contract of sale.

This Act applies to roomers and boarders but is not intended to apply to transient occupancy. In many jurisdictions transient hotel operations are subject to special taxes and regulations and, where available, determinations under such authority constitute appropriate criteria.

All of the exclusions enumerated apply only to genuine, bona fide arrangements not created to avoid the application of the Act and are subject to the test of good faith (see Section 1.302)[35-9A-142].

Subsection (3) A fraternal or social organization is deemed to also cover “athletic club”.


(a) The district and circuit courts of this state, according to their respective established jurisdictions, may exercise jurisdiction over any landlord with respect to any conduct in this state governed by this chapter or with respect to any claim arising from a transaction subject to this chapter. In addition to any other method provided by rule or by statute, personal jurisdiction over a landlord may be acquired in a civil action or proceeding instituted in the court by the service of process in the manner provided by this section.
(b) If a landlord is not a resident of this state or is a business entity not authorized to do business in this state and engages in any conduct in this state governed by this chapter, or engages in a transaction subject to this chapter, the entity may be served as provided by Rule 4 of the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure.

Alabama Comment

The act incorporates in paragraph (b) the “long arm” service of process procedure proscribed by Alabama Rules of Court.

Comment

This section bestows jurisdiction on the courts of the enacting state over landlords who violate the act and provides a method of obtaining personal jurisdiction by service of process. The rights under this section are additional to those provided in Section 2.102[35-9A-202] of this Act.

DIVISION III - GENERAL DEFINITIONS AND PRINCIPLES

OF INTERPRETATION: NOTICE


Subject to additional definitions contained in subsequent articles of this chapter which apply to specific articles or divisions thereof, and unless the context otherwise requires, in this chapter:

(1) "action" includes recoupment, counterclaim, set-off, suit in equity, and any other proceeding in which rights are determined, including an action for possession;

(2) "building and housing codes" include any law, ordinance, or governmental regulation concerning fitness for habitation, or the construction, maintenance, operation, occupancy, use, or appearance of any premises or dwelling unit;

(3) "day" means calendar day unless otherwise specified;
(4) "dwelling unit" means a structure or the part of a structure, including a manufactured home, that is rented as a home, residence, or sleeping place by one or more persons;

(5) "good faith" means honesty in fact in the conduct of the transaction concerned;

(6) "landlord" means the owner, lessor, or sublessor of the dwelling unit or the building of which it is a part, and it also means a manager of the premises;

(7) "organization" includes a corporation, government, governmental subdivision or agency, business trust, estate, trust, partnership or association, 2 or more persons having a joint or common interest, and any business entity;

(8) "owner" means one or more persons, jointly or severally, in whom is vested (i) all or part of the legal title to property or (ii) all or part of the beneficial ownership and a right to present use and enjoyment of the premises. The term includes a mortgagee only when in possession;

(9) "person" includes an individual, individuals, or organization;

(10) "premises" means a dwelling unit and the structure of which it is a part and facilities and appurtenances therein and grounds, areas, and facilities held out for the use of tenants generally or whose use is promised by the rental agreement to the tenant;

(11) "rent" means all payments to be made to or for the benefit of the landlord under the rental agreement;

(12) "rental agreement" means all agreements, written or oral, and valid rules and regulations adopted under Section 35-9A-302 embodying the terms and conditions concerning the use and occupancy of a dwelling unit and premises;

(13) "roomer" means a person occupying a dwelling unit that does not include a toilet, a refrigerator, stove, kitchen sink, and either a bath tub or a shower, all
provided by the landlord, and where one or more of these facilities are used in
common by occupants in the structure;

(14) "single family residence" means a structure maintained and used as a
single dwelling unit. Notwithstanding that a dwelling unit shares one or more walls
with another dwelling unit, it is a single family residence if it has direct access to a
street or thoroughfare and shares neither heating facilities, hot water equipment, nor
any other essential facility or service with any other dwelling unit;

(15) "tenant" means a person entitled under a rental agreement to occupy a
dwelling unit to the exclusion of others.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (3) “Day” was defined to clarify that day means calendar day and
not business day.

Subsection (6) “Landlord” deletes from the Uniform Act the words “who fails
to disclose as required by Section 35-9A-202”.

Subsection (8) Alabama being a “title state”, the mortgagee holds legal title
but the mortgagor typically remains in possession and will for this Act be
considered the “owner” except when the mortgagee goes into possession.

Comment

Subsection (2) Typical of such “building and housing codes” are housing,
building, sanitation, electrical, plumbing, fire prevention, safety and security
ordinances and regulations. It is intended to include all such codes whether enacted
or promulgated under federal, state or local authority.

Subsection (7) Accordingly, in the case of an active trust where all the duties
and powers of management inure to the trustee and the rights of the beneficiary are
limited to the receipt of income from the trust estate and the beneficiary has no right
to the present use and enjoyment of the property, the trustee would be considered
an owner but the beneficiary would not. In the case of property held in the name of
a nominee or straw the beneficial owner would be considered an owner.
Subsection (9) Agricultural leases are excluded from operation of the Act (Section 1.202(7)). Inclusion of “grounds, areas and facilities held out for the use of tenants” does not alter the exclusion.

Subsection (11) “Rental agreement” will thus include the original agreement between landlord and tenant as well as any modification and all valid rules and regulations concerning use and occupancy as provided in Section 3.102.

Subsection (12) This Act provides lesser rights to a roomer as distinguished from the tenant of a dwelling unit. The definition requires certain facilities to be provided by the landlord. This requirement is not met by provision of the same by the tenant.


Every agreement and duty under this chapter and every act which must be performed as a condition precedent to the exercise of a right or remedy under this chapter imposes an obligation of good faith in its performance or enforcement.

Alabama Comment

The obligation of good faith is extended to all “agreements” and “duties” under the Act. This section in the Uniform Act only enumerates “duties”. Good faith as to “agreements” are specifically enumerated elsewhere in the Uniform Act. The Alabama Act places the obligation of good faith for both “agreements and duties” in one section and deletes it in other places.

Comment

Section 1.302[35-9A-142] is adapted from Section 1-203 of the Uniform Commercial Code. As the commentators there said, “This section sets forth a basic principle running throughout this Act. The principle involved is that in commercial transactions good faith is required in the performance and enforcement of all agreements or duties.” The commentators there drew attention to particular applications of this general principle. The intention is that the rule be identical in landlord-tenant relationships and, similarly, particular applications of this general principle appear in specific provisions of this Act such as exclusions (Section 1.202)[35-9A-102], retaliatory eviction as well as complaints made to public authorities (Section 5.101)[35-9A-501], and obligation of the landlord to repair (Section 2.104)[35-9A-204].
35-9A-143. Unconscionability.

(a) If the court, as a matter of law, finds:

(1) a rental agreement or any provision thereof was unconscionable when made, the court may refuse to enforce the agreement, enforce the remainder of the agreement without the unconscionable provision, or limit the application of any unconscionable provision to avoid an unconscionable result; or

(2) a settlement in which a party waives or agrees to forego a claim or right under this chapter or under a rental agreement was unconscionable when made, the court may refuse to enforce the settlement, enforce the remainder of the settlement without the unconscionable provision, or limit the application of any unconscionable provision to avoid an unconscionable result.

(b) If unconscionability is put into issue by a party or by the court upon its own motion, the parties shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to present evidence as to the setting, purpose, and effect of the rental agreement or settlement to aid the court in making the determination.

Comment

This Section, adapted from the Uniform Commercial Code and the Consumer Credit Code, is intended to make it possible for the courts to police explicitly against rental agreements, clauses, settlements, or waivers of claim or right which they find to be unconscionable. This section is intended to allow the courts to pass directly on the issue of unconscionability and to make a conclusion of law as to unconscionability. The basic test is whether, in light of the background and setting of the market, the conditions of the particular parties to the rental agreement, settlement or waiver of right or claim are so one-sided as to be unconscionable under the circumstances existing at the time of the making of the agreement or settlement. Thus, the particular facts involved in each case are of utmost importance since unconscionability may exist in some situations but not in others. Either landlords or tenants may, in appropriate circumstances, avail themselves of this section.
35-9A-144. Notice.

(a) A person has notice of a fact if:

(1) the person has actual knowledge of it;

(2) the person has received a notice or notification of it; or

(3) from all the facts and circumstances known to the person at the time in question, the person has reason to know that it exists.

A person "knows" or "has knowledge" of a fact if the person has actual knowledge of it.

(b) A person "notifies" or "gives" a notice or notification to another person by taking steps reasonably calculated to inform the other in ordinary course whether or not the other actually comes to know of it. A person presumatively "receives" a notice or notification when:

(1) it comes to the person's attention;

(2) in the case of the landlord, it is delivered at the place of business of the landlord or mailed to any place designated by the landlord as the place for receipt of the communication; or

(3) in the case of the tenant, it is delivered in hand to the tenant or three days after mailing with adequate prepaid postage in the United States mail to the tenant's last known place of residence.

(c) "Notice," knowledge of a notice, or notification received by an organization is effective for a particular transaction from the time it is brought to the attention of the organization.

(d) Notice provided in this section does not apply to the notice required to terminate a tenancy or evict a tenant.
Alabama Comment

The presumption of receipt in subsection (b) merely shifts the burden of proof of non-receipt to the party denying receipt of notice. Presumptive delivery to a landlord in subsection (b)(2) occurs when there is personal delivery by any means to the landlord’s place of business or mailing to an address designated by the landlord. Presumptive delivery to a tenant occurs when there is personal delivery to the tenant or three days after proper mailing to the tenant of notice by regular U.S. mail.

“Notice” was amended in subsection (c) from the Uniform Act to provide that knowledge is effective from the time it is brought to the attention of the “organization” rather than the “individual conducting the transaction”.

Pursuant to subsection (d), notice in this section applies to communications relating to the tenancy, but not to termination of the tenancy or eviction of a tenant.

Comment

This section is adapted from Section 7-1-201(25) of the Uniform Commercial Code. Section 1.302[35-9A-142] imposes the obligation of good faith and is, of course, applicable to this section.

DIVISION IV - GENERAL PROVISIONS

35-9A-161. Terms and Conditions of Rental Agreement.

(a) A landlord and a tenant may include in a rental agreement terms and conditions not prohibited by this chapter or other law, including rent, term of the agreement, and other provisions governing the rights and obligations of the parties.

(b) In absence of agreement, the tenant shall pay as rent the fair rental value for the use and occupancy of the dwelling unit.

(c) Rent is payable without demand or notice at the time and place agreed upon by the parties. Unless otherwise agreed, rent is payable at the dwelling unit and periodic rent is payable at the beginning of any term of one month or less and otherwise in equal monthly installments at the beginning of each month. Unless otherwise agreed, rent is uniformly apportionable from day-to-day.
(d) Unless the rental agreement fixes a definite term, the tenancy is week-to-week in case of a tenant who pays weekly rent, and in all other cases month-to-month.

Comment

In absence of an agreement for a definite term of lease, the tenant has a term of month-to-month without regard to the payment of rent weekly, monthly or otherwise, and a roomer [tenant] who pays rent for longer intervals than week-to-week has a month-to-month term. As to termination of such tenancies, see Section 35-9A-441.

35-9A-162. Effect of Unsigned or Undelivered Rental Agreement.

(a) If a landlord does not sign and deliver a written rental agreement signed and delivered to the landlord by the tenant, acceptance of rent without reservation by the landlord gives the rental agreement the same effect as if it had been signed and delivered by the landlord.

(b) If a tenant does not sign and deliver a written rental agreement signed and delivered to the tenant by the landlord, acceptance of possession and payment of rent without reservation gives the rental agreement the same effect as if it had been signed and delivered by the tenant.

(c) If a rental agreement given effect by the operation of this section provides for a term longer than one year, it is effective for only one year.

Comment

The subsections above apply to transactions in which a written rental agreement has been signed and delivered by either landlord or tenant, the parties have agreed on terms, and the defect is solely the absence of a signature. Delivery thus means legal rather than physical delivery alone. Thus knowledge or notice of the signing of the rental agreement is required. These subsections do not apply to applications for leases or similar writings regarded by the parties as preliminary to written agreements.

(a) A rental agreement may not provide that the tenant:

(1) agrees to waive or forego rights or remedies established under Section 35-9A-204, 35-9A-401, or 35-9A-404, or requirements of security deposits established by this chapter or under the law of unlawful detainer;

(2) authorizes any person to confess judgment on a claim arising out of the rental agreement;

(3) agrees to pay the landlord's attorney's fees or cost of collection; or

(4) agrees to the exculpation or limitation of any liability of the landlord arising under law or to indemnify the landlord for that liability or the costs connected therewith.

(b) A provision prohibited by subsection (a) included in a rental agreement is unenforceable. If a landlord deliberately uses a rental agreement containing provisions known by the landlord to be prohibited, the tenant may recover in addition to actual damages an amount up to 1 months' periodic rent and reasonable attorney's fees.

Alabama Comment


(a)(3) The addition of a prohibition of “cost of collection” is to prohibit a third party from assessing a collection cost.

(b) This section is not effective until January 1, 2008 to enable the landlord sufficient time to revise the rental agreements before subjecting the landlord to the penalties prescribed in section (b).
Rental agreements are often executed on forms provided by landlords, and some contain adhesion clauses the use of which is prohibited by this section. Section 2.415 of the Uniform Consumer Credit Code provides “a buyer or lessee may not authorize any person to confess judgment on a claim arising out of a consumer credit sale or consumer lease.” The official comment to this section states “This section reflects the view of the great majority of states in prohibiting authorization to confess judgment.” Similarly, clauses attempting to exculpate the landlord from tort liability for his own wrong have been declared illegal by statutes in some states (compare Mass.G.L. Chapter 186, Sec. 15; New York Real Property Law Section 234; and Ill.Ann.Stat., Chapter 80, Section 15a (Smith-Hurd) 1966). Such provisions, even though unenforceable at law may nevertheless prejudice and injure the rights and interests of the uninformed tenant who may, for example, surrender or waive rights in settlement of an enforceable claim against the landlord for damages arising from the landlord’s negligence.

Attorney’s fees under the Act may be asserted against either the landlord or tenant as enumerated in the Act (see, for example, Sections 1.403(b)[35-9A-163]; 4.101(b)[35-9A-401(b)]; 4.105(a)[35-9A-405(a)]). The right to recover attorney’s fees against the tenant, however, must arise under the statute, not by contract of the parties.

35-9A-164. Payment of Rent Prerequisite to Enforcing Remedies under this Chapter.

The tenant may not withhold payment of rent to the landlord, while in possession, to enforce any of the tenant’s rights under this chapter.

Alabama Comment

This section was substituted in place of the Uniform Act section entitled “Separation of Rents and Obligations to Maintain Property Forbidden.” This section has been rewritten to provide that a tenant while in possession may not withhold rent as a way to enforce any of the tenant’s rights.
ARTICLE II - LANDLORD OBLIGATIONS

35-9A-201. Security Deposits; Prepaid Rent.

(a) A landlord may not demand or receive money as security, in an amount in excess of 1 month's periodic rent except for pets, changes to the premises, or increased liability risks to the landlord or premises, for tenant's obligations under a rental agreement.

(b) Upon termination of the tenancy, money held by the landlord as security may be applied to the payment of accrued rent and the amount of damages that the landlord has suffered by reason of the tenant's noncompliance with Section 35-9A-301 all as itemized by the landlord in a written notice delivered to the tenant together with the amount due 35 days after termination of the tenancy and delivery of possession.

(c) If the landlord does not refund the entire deposit, the landlord, within the 35-day period, shall provide the tenant an itemized list of amounts withheld.

(d) Upon vacating the premises, the tenant shall provide to the landlord a valid forwarding address, in writing, to which the deposit or itemized accounting, or both, may be mailed. If the tenant fails to provide a valid forwarding address, the landlord shall mail, by first class mail, the deposit or itemized accounting, or both, to the last known address of the tenant or, if none, to the tenant at the address of the property. Any deposit unclaimed by the tenant as well as any check outstanding shall be forfeited by the tenant after a period of 180 days.

(e) The landlord's mailing by first class mail to the address provided in writing by the tenant, within 35 days of the refund or itemized accounting, or both, is sufficient compliance with this chapter.
(f) If the landlord fails to mail a timely refund or accounting within the 35-day period, the landlord shall pay the tenant double the amount of the tenant's original deposit.

(g) This section does not preclude the landlord or tenant from recovering other damages to which the landlord or tenant may be entitled.

(h) The holder of the landlord's interest in the premises at the time of the termination of the tenancy is bound by this section.

Alabama Comment

(a) Pursuant to subsection (a) of this section, the landlord may require the deposit of cash of not more than one month's rent as security but may not hold property as security. The landlord may require more than one month's rent as a pet deposit or increased liability risks for damages to the property. When a tenant makes temporary changes to the property such as a ramp or handrails for the handicapped, the landlord may require an additional deposit to assure the premises will be returned to their original condition at the end of the tenancy. Regulations at 24 C.F.R. 100.203 under the federal Fair Housing Act, 42 U.S.C. 3601 et seq., impose additional limitations and requirements with respect to security deposits for modifications necessary for handicapped tenants.

The Uniform Act section (c) has been deleted and a new section (c), (d), (e), and (f) added, with the Uniform Act sections (d) and (e) renumbered as new sections (g) and (h).

Subsection (b) requires the landlord to refund the deposit within 35 days of the tenant delivering possession and does not require the tenant to demand deposit.

Subsection (c) is added to the Uniform Act provision that if the entire deposit is not returned there must be an itemized list of the amounts withheld.

Subsection (d) is new and requires the tenant to provide a forwarding address. Any deposit shall be mailed to the forwarding address, or if none to the tenant’s last known address, or if none, to the tenant at the address of the property. If the letter is returned undelivered with the deposit check and the tenant does not make a claim for the check within 180 days after its return the deposit is forfeited and may be kept by the landlord.
Subsection (e) landlord may send the deposit as provided in paragraph (d) by first class mail.

Subsection (f) requires a landlord who fails to timely refund or account for a security deposit to pay the tenant double the amount that would have been refunded if the funds had been returned promptly.

Comment

Widely varying legislation has been enacted affecting security deposits:


Massachusetts – Chapter 244, Sec. 1 of Acts of 1969, as amended by Chapter 666, Sec. 1 of Acts of 1970, Mass.Gen.Laws Ann., Ch. 186 (Title to Real Property), Sec. 15B.

Minnesota – Chapter 784 of Acts of 1971, Minn.Stat., Ch. 504 (Landlord and Tenant), Sec. 504.19.


These statutes generally require a landlord to return security deposits to tenants within a specified time period, account for his claim to any part of the security deposit and provide for penalty in the event landlord fails to comply.

This section does not limit the amount of prepaid rent, as distinguished from security.

Subsection (h) of this section resolves a split of authority among the states.

See 1 A.L.P. Section 3.73, nn. 9-15. Note that under Section 2.105(a) of the Act the original landlord is bound.


(a) A landlord or any person authorized to enter into a rental agreement on the landlord's behalf shall disclose to the tenant in writing at or before the commencement of the tenancy the name and business address of:

   (1) the person authorized to manage the premises; and

   (2) an owner of the premises or a person authorized to act for and on behalf of the owner for the purpose of service of process and receiving and receipting for notices and demands.

(b) The information required to be furnished by this section shall be kept current and this section extends to and is enforceable against any successor landlord, owner, or manager.

(c) A person who fails to comply with subsection (a) becomes an agent of each person who is a landlord for:

   (1) service of process and receiving and receipting for notices and demands; and

   (2) performing the obligations of the landlord under this chapter and under the rental agreement and expending or making available for the purpose all rent collected from the premises.
Alabama Comment

(a) The word “business” has been added before address to clarify which address of the manager or owner of the premises must be given to the tenant.

Comment

This section requires disclosure to the tenant of names and addresses of persons who (a) have power to negotiate, make repairs, etc., in the operation of the premises; (b) are empowered to receive service of notice and process which binds all of the owners. In the absence of such disclosure the person collecting the rent shall be deemed to have the authority to accept notices and service and to provide for the necessary maintenance and repairs.

The purpose of this section is to enable the tenant to proceed with the appropriate legal proceeding, to know to whom complaints must be addressed and, failing satisfaction, against whom the appropriate legal proceedings may be instituted. Rights under this section are additional to those provided in Section 1.203[35-9A-123].

35-9A-203. Landlord to Deliver Possession of Dwelling Unit.

At the commencement of the term, a landlord shall deliver possession of the premises to the tenant in compliance with the rental agreement and Section 35-9A-204. The landlord may bring an action for possession against any person wrongfully in possession and may recover the damages provided in Section 35-9A-441(c).

Comment

Thus, the landlord may proceed directly against a squatter. The tenant may also, pursuant to Section 4.102(a)[35-9A-402(a), proceed with an action for possession. Where appropriate such actions may be in summary proceedings. It is thus possible that both landlord and tenant may have the right of action against third parties wrongfully in possession of the premises.
35-9A-204. Landlord to Maintain Premises.

(a) A landlord shall:

(1) comply with the requirements of applicable building and housing
codes materially affecting health and safety;

(2) make all repairs and do whatever is necessary to put and keep the
premises in a habitable condition;

(3) keep all common areas of the premises in a clean and safe
condition;

(4) maintain in good and safe working order and condition all
electrical, plumbing, sanitary, heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and other
facilities and appliances, including elevators, supplied or required to be supplied by
the landlord;

(5) provide and maintain appropriate receptacles and conveniences for
the removal of garbage, rubbish, and other waste incidental to the occupancy of the
dwelling unit and arrange for their removal; and

(6) supply running water and reasonable amounts of hot water at all
times and reasonable heat except where the building that includes the dwelling unit
is not required by law to be equipped for that purpose, or the dwelling unit is so
constructed that heat or hot water is generated by an installation within the
exclusive control of the tenant and supplied by a direct public utility connection.

(b) If the duty imposed by subdivision (1) of subsection (a) is greater than any
duty imposed by any other subdivision of that subsection, the landlord's duty shall
be determined by reference to subdivision (1) of subsection (a).

(c) The landlord and tenant of a single family residence may agree in writing
that the tenant perform the landlord's duties specified in subdivisions (5) and (6) of
subsection (a) and also specified repairs, maintenance tasks, alterations, and
remodeling.
(d) The landlord and tenant of any dwelling unit other than a single family residence may agree that the tenant is to perform specified repairs, maintenance tasks, alterations, or remodeling only if:

1. the agreement of the parties is set forth in a separate writing signed by the parties and supported by adequate consideration;
2. the work is not necessary to cure noncompliance with subsection (a)(1); and
3. the agreement does not diminish or affect the obligation of the landlord to other tenants in the premises.

(e) The landlord may not treat performance of the separate agreement described in subsection (d) as a condition to any obligation or performance of any rental agreement.

(f) Rights of the tenant under this section do not arise if the condition was caused by the willful or negligent act or omission of the tenant, a member of the tenant's family, a licensee, or other person on the premises with the tenant's consent.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (a)(1) requires compliance with various applicable city, county, and state building and housing codes. The generally accepted code is the “Standard Housing Code” by the Southern Building Code Congress International, Inc.

The enforcement of Subsection (a)(3) may also include applicable duties outside this code which are unaffected by this Act.

The “good faith” provision in subparagraph (c) was deleted since all agreements must be in good faith as provided in Section 35-9A-142.

Subparagraph (f) has been added to make clear that tenants cannot benefit from their own willful or negligent act.
Comment

Subsections (a) and (b) Vital interests of the parties and public under modern urban conditions require the proper maintenance and operation of housing. It is thus necessary that minimum duties of landlords and tenants be set forth. Generally duties of repair and maintenance of the dwelling unit and the premises are imposed upon the landlord by this section. Major repairs, even access, to essential systems outside the dwelling unit are beyond the capacity of the tenant. Conversely, duties of cleanliness and proper use within the dwelling unit are appropriately fixed upon the tenant (see Sections 3.101[35-9A-301] and 3.102[35-9A-302]).

Entire section This section follows the warranty of habitability doctrine recognized in the jurisdictions of:


Standards of habitability dealt with in this section are a matter of public police power rather than the contract of the parties or special landlord-tenant legislation. This section establishes minimum duties of landlords consistent with public standards. Generally duties of repair and maintenance of the dwelling unit and the premises are imposed upon the landlord by this section. Major repairs, even access, to essential systems, outside the dwelling unit are beyond the capacity of the tenant. Conversely, duties of cleanliness and proper use within the dwelling unit are appropriately fixed upon the tenant (see Sections 3.101 and 3.102).
Except as specifically provided, these obligations may not be waived (Section 1.403[35-9A-163]).

35-9A-205. Limitation of Liability.

(a) Unless otherwise agreed, a landlord who conveys premises that include a dwelling unit subject to a rental agreement in a good faith sale to a bona fide purchaser is relieved of liability under the rental agreement and this chapter as to events occurring after written notice to the tenant of the conveyance. However, the landlord remains liable to the tenant for all security recoverable by the tenant under Section 35-9A-201 and all prepaid rent.

(b) Unless otherwise agreed, a manager of premises that include a dwelling unit is relieved of liability under the rental agreement and this chapter as to events occurring after written notice to the tenant of the termination of management by the manager.

Alabama Comment

When the original landlord is released of liability, the bona fide purchaser from the landlord assumes the liability of the original landlord.

Comment

This section relieves a landlord, unless otherwise agreed, from liability under the rental agreement and this Act as to events occurring after a good faith sale and conveyance to a bona fide purchaser and after written notice to the tenant of the conveyance except as to security recoverable under Section 2.101 and all prepaid rent. As between the original landlord and tenant, it is intended that the loss for failure to account for security and prepaid rent if recoverable should fall upon the landlord who, in contrast to the tenant, can take steps to protect the integrity of the security and prepaid rent account at the time of sale. The landlord for the time being is liable for compliance with the rental agreement and this Act. See definition of “landlord” in Section 1.301(5)[35-9A-141(6)]. See also Sections 1.404[35-9A-164] and 2.105(a)[35-9A-205(a)].
ARTICLE III - TENANT OBLIGATIONS

35-9A-301. Tenant to Maintain Dwelling Unit.

A tenant shall:

(1) comply with all obligations primarily imposed upon tenants by applicable provisions of building and housing codes materially affecting health and safety;

(2) keep that part of the premises that the tenant occupies and uses as clean and safe as the condition of the premises permit;

(3) dispose from the dwelling unit all ashes, garbage, rubbish, and other waste in a clean and safe manner;

(4) keep all plumbing fixtures in the dwelling unit or used by the tenant as clear as their condition permits;

(5) use in a reasonable manner all electrical, plumbing, sanitary, heating, ventilating, air-conditioning, and other facilities and appliances including elevators in the premises;

(6) not deliberately or negligently destroy, deface, damage, impair, or remove any part of the premises; or knowingly, recklessly, or negligently permit any person to do so; and

(7) conduct himself or herself and require other persons on the premises with the tenant's consent to conduct themselves in a manner that will not disturb the neighbors' peaceful enjoyment of the premises.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (6) has added "recklessly, or negligently".

Comment

This section, the converse of Section 2.104[35-9A-204], establishes minimum duties of tenants consistent with public standards of health and safety.

(a) "Rules" or "Regulations" pertaining to a residential lease are defined as policies of the landlord affecting the maintenance, operation, or governance of the common areas of the premises, or concerning the general conduct of tenants in their use and enjoyment of the leased premises.

(b) A landlord, from time to time, may adopt a rule or regulation. It is enforceable against the tenant only if:

(1) its purpose is to promote the convenience, safety, or welfare of the tenants in the premises, preserve the landlord's property from abusive use, or make a fair distribution of services and facilities held out for the tenants generally;

(2) it is reasonably related to the purpose of which it is adopted;

(3) it applies to all tenants in the premises in a fair manner;

(4) it is sufficiently explicit in its prohibition, direction, or limitation of the tenant's conduct to fairly inform the tenant of what the tenant must or must not do to comply;

(5) it is not for the purpose of evading the obligations of the landlord;

and

(6) the tenant has notice of it at the time the tenant enters into the rental agreement, or when it is adopted.

(c) If a rule or regulation is adopted after the tenant enters into the rental agreement that works a substantial modification of the tenant's use of the leased premises, it is not valid unless the tenant consents to it in writing. In the case of any variance between the lease and a rule or regulation, the lease prevails.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (a) has been added to the Uniform Act to define the “rules” or “regulations”.
Subsection (b) deleted from the Uniform Act the words “however described concerning the tenant’s use and occupancy of the premises” since “rules and regulations” have been defined.

Subsection (c) the tenant’s “bargain” in the Uniform Act was changed to “tenant’s use of the leased premises”. Further, the last sentence has been added to this subsection to clarify that least prevails over a conflicting regulation.

**Comment**

Under Section 1.301(11)[35-9A-141(12)] the rental agreement includes valid rules and regulations.


(a) A tenant shall not unreasonably withhold consent to the landlord to enter into the dwelling unit in order to inspect the premises, make necessary or agreed repairs, decorations, alterations, or improvements, supply necessary or agreed services, or exhibit the dwelling unit to prospective or actual purchasers, mortgagees, tenants, workmen, or contractors.

(b) A landlord may enter the dwelling unit without consent of the tenant in case of emergency.

(c) A landlord shall not abuse the right of access or use it to harass the tenant. Except in case of emergency or unless it is impracticable to do so, the landlord shall give the tenant at least 2 days' notice of the landlord's intent to enter and may enter only at reasonable times. Posting of a note on the primary door of entry to the residence of the tenant stating the intended time and purpose of the entry shall be a permitted method of notice for the purpose of the landlord's right of access to the premises.

(d) A landlord has no other right of access except:

(1) pursuant to court order;

(2) as permitted by Sections 35-9A-422 and 35-9A-423(b); or
(3) unless the landlord has reasonable cause to believe the tenant has
abandoned or surrendered the premises.

**Alabama Comment**

In subsection (c) the last sentence has been added to provide after the
landlord has attempted to give the tenant personal notice but is unable to reach him,
the posting of the 2-day notice at the door is sufficient notice.

In subsection (d)(3) the words “the landlord has reasonable cause to believe”
has been added to the Uniform Act.

**Comment**

Special remedies to landlord and tenant for abuse of rights of access
are provided by Section 4.302[35-9A-441]. As to wrongful entry to take possession

**35-9A-304. Tenant to Use and Occupy.**

Unless otherwise agreed, a tenant shall occupy the dwelling unit only as a
dwelling unit. The rental agreement may require that the tenant notify the landlord
of any anticipated extended absence from the premises in excess of 14 days no later
than the fifth day of the extended absence.

**Alabama Comment**

The Uniform Act has been modified to allow that the tenant may give notice
of an extended absence up to 5 days after the absence begins.
ARTICLE IV - REMEDIES

DIVISION I - TENANT REMEDIES


(a) Except as provided in this chapter, if there is a material noncompliance by the landlord with the rental agreement or a noncompliance with Section 35-9A-204 materially affecting health and safety, the tenant may deliver a written notice to the landlord specifying the acts and omissions constituting the breach and that the rental agreement will terminate upon a date not less than 14 days after receipt of the notice if the breach is not remedied within that period, and the rental agreement shall terminate as provided in the notice subject to the following:

(1) If the breach is remediable by repairs or the payment of damages or otherwise and the landlord adequately remedies the breach before the date specified in the notice, the rental agreement shall not terminate by reason of the breach.

(2) The tenant may not terminate for a condition caused by the deliberate or negligent act or omission of the tenant, a member of the tenant's family, a licensee, or other person on the premises with the tenant's consent.

(b) Except as provided in this chapter, the tenant may recover actual damages and obtain injunctive relief for noncompliance by the landlord with the rental agreement or Section 35-9A-204. If the landlord's noncompliance is in bad faith, the tenant may recover reasonable attorney's fees.

(c) The remedy provided in subsection (b) is in addition to any right of the tenant arising under subsection (a).

(d) If the rental agreement is terminated pursuant to this section, the landlord shall return all security recoverable by the tenant under Section 35-9A-201 and all unearned prepaid rent.
Alabama Comment

Subsection (a)(2) of the Uniform Act has been omitted.

Subsection (b) of the Uniform Act the landlord’s noncompliance has been changed from “willful” to “in bad faith”.

Comment

Claims arising under this section if disputed in good faith may be settled by agreement (see Section 1.106)[35-9A-106]. However, a prior settlement will not prevent a termination under Section 4.101(a)(2)(omitted).

The availability of injunctive relief is determined by usual principles of equity. See Section 1.103[35-9A-103].

Remedies available to the tenant pursuant to Section 4.101[35-9A-461] are not exclusive (see Section 1.103[35-9A-103]). A duty to mitigate damages exists under Section 1.105[35-9A-105]. As to rights of third parties, see comment under Section 1.105[35-9A-105].

35-9A-402. Failure to Deliver Possession.

(a) If the landlord fails to deliver possession of the dwelling unit to the tenant as provided in Section 35-9A-203, rent abates until possession is delivered and the tenant may:

(1) terminate the rental agreement upon written notice to the landlord and within 5 days thereafter the landlord shall return all prepaid rent and security; or

(2) demand performance of the rental agreement by the landlord and, if the tenant elects, bring an action for possession of the dwelling unit from the person wrongfully in possession and recover the actual damages sustained by the tenant.
(b) If a person's failure to deliver possession is willful and not in good faith, an aggrieved party may recover from that person an amount equal to not more than 3 months' periodic rent or the actual damages sustained, whichever is greater, and reasonable attorney's fees.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (a)(2) provides that the tenant can demand possession of the leased premises against the person wrongfully in possession and recover actual damages sustained.

Subsection (b) has been modified to allow the tenant to recover three times periodic rent or any damages sustained whichever is greater from the person who fails to deliver possession of the premises plus an attorney's fees.

Comment

"Aggrieved person" includes a landlord entitled to proceed under Sections 2.103[35-9A-203] and 4.301(c)[35-9A-441(c)] as well as a tenant entitled to possession. Injunctive relief may be available in an appropriate case.

35-9A-403. [Reserved].

Alabama Comment

The “Self-Help for Minor Defects” provision in the Uniform Act was removed.


(a) The landlord is not responsible for the payment of utility services unless agreed in the lease.
(b) If contrary to the rental agreement or Section 35-9A-204, after receiving notice of the breach from the tenant, the landlord willfully or negligently fails to promptly make available heat, running water, hot water, electric, gas, or other essential service, the tenant may:

(1) send a written notice specifying the date of termination not less than 14 days after receipt of notice and upon vacation of the premises, the rental agreement shall be rightfully terminated without further obligation or penalty. If the rental agreement is terminated pursuant to this section, the landlord shall return all security recoverable by the tenant under Section 35-9A-201 and all unearned prepaid rent; or

(2) recover damages based upon the diminution in the fair rental value of the dwelling unit.

(c) If the tenant proceeds under this section, the tenant may not proceed under Section 35-9A-401 as to that breach.

(d) Rights of the tenant under this section do not arise if the condition was caused by the willful or negligent act or omission of the tenant, a member of the tenant's family, a licensee or other person on the premises with the tenant's consent.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (a) is added to the Uniform Act to make clear the landlord is not responsible for the payment of utility services unless agreed in the lease.

In subsection (b) (formerly (a) of the Uniform Act) the word “supply” has been changed to “make available”. No substantive change is intended.

Former subsection (a)(3) concerning procuring substitute housing was omitted from the Uniform Act. Subsection (b) concerning payment for substitute housing of the Uniform Act was also omitted.
Section 35-9A-404(b)(1)] does not specifically address collective action by tenants; the availability of such collective action shall be determined under applicable law.

The obligation of good faith in 35-9A-142 applies to this section as it does throughout the Act.

Notice required is described in Section 35-9A-144 of this Act.

Comment

The remedies under Sections 4.107[35-9A-407] and 5.101(b)[35-9A-501] are applicable where the landlord affirmatively acts to interrupt or diminish services, etc., and those remedies are in addition to the remedies provided in Sections 4.101[35-9A-401], 4.103[35-9A-403] and 4.104[35-9A-404].

Section 4.104(a)(1)[35-9A-404(b)(1)] permits collective action by tenants to secure essential services.

Section 1.302[35-9A-302] imposes the obligation of good faith and is, of course, applicable to this section.

35-9A-405. Counterclaims for Action for Possession or Rent.

(a) In an action for possession or in an action for rent when the tenant is in possession, the tenant may counterclaim for any amount the tenant may recover under the rental agreement or this chapter. It is in the court's discretion whether the tenant is to remain in possession. The tenant shall pay into court rent accrued and thereafter accruing as it comes due. The court shall determine the amount due to each party. The party to whom a net amount is owed shall be paid first from the money paid into court, and the balance by the other party. If no rent remains due after application of this section, judgment shall be entered for the tenant in the action for possession. If the defense or counterclaim by the tenant is without merit and is not raised in good faith, the landlord may recover reasonable attorney's fees.
(b) In an action for rent when the tenant is not in possession, the tenant may counterclaim as provided in subsection (a) but is not required to pay any rent into court.

Comment

Article II defines the obligations of the landlord which the tenant may enforce against him (Section 1.105[35-9A-105]). While Lindsey v. Normet (405 U.S. 56) holds no principle of constitutional law requires the admission of the habitability defense in a summary proceeding maintained by the landlord against the tenant, Section 4.105[35-9A-405] is consistent with modern procedure reform in permitting the tenant to file a counterclaim or other appropriate pleading in the summary proceeding to the end that all issues between the parties may be disposed of in one proceeding. It is anticipated that upon filing of the counterclaim the court will enter the order deemed appropriate by him concerning the payment of rent in order to protect the interests of the parties. See cases in comment to Section 2.104(e)[35-9A-204(e)].

35-9A-406. Fire or Casualty Damage.

(a) If the dwelling unit or premises are damaged or destroyed by fire or casualty not caused by the tenant to an extent that enjoyment of the dwelling unit is substantially impaired, the tenant may:

(1) immediately vacate the premises and notify the landlord in writing within 14 days thereafter of the tenant's intention to terminate the rental agreement, in which case the rental agreement terminates as of the date of vacating; or

(2) if continued occupancy is lawful, vacate any part of the dwelling unit rendered unusable by the fire or casualty, in which case the tenant's liability for rent is reduced in proportion to the diminution in the fair rental value of the dwelling unit.

(b) If the rental agreement is terminated pursuant to this section, the landlord shall return all security recoverable under Section 35-9A-201 and all unearned
prepaid rent. Accounting for rent in the event of termination or apportionment shall be made as of the date of the fire or casualty.

Alabama Comment

Subsection (a) adds the phrase “not caused by the tenant”.

Comment

Under common law, notwithstanding leased premises were destroyed, the tenant was still under obligation to pay rent. Legislation has been adopted in various states providing that if the premises are so destroyed or injured as to be untenantable or unfit for occupancy the tenant may quit and surrender possession of the premises:

Arizona Rev.Stat., Sec. 33-343 (1956)
Minnesota Stat.Ann., Sec. 504.05 (1947)
Mississippi Code Ann., Sec. 898 (1957)

West Virginia in 1931 adopted Section 37-6-28 providing for

“... a reasonable reduction of the rent for such time as may elapse until there be placed again upon the premises buildings, or other structures, of as much value to be tenant for his purposes as those destroyed, ...

..."
35-9A-407. Tenant's Remedies for Landlord's Unlawful Ouster, Exclusion, or Diminution of Service.

If a landlord unlawfully removes or excludes the tenant from the premises or willfully diminishes services to the tenant by interrupting or causing the interruption of heat, running water, hot water, electric, gas, or other essential service, the tenant may recover possession or terminate the rental agreement and, in either case, recover an amount equal to not more than 3 months' periodic rent or the actual damages sustained by the tenant, whichever is greater, and reasonable attorney's fees. If the rental agreement is terminated under this section, the landlord shall return all security recoverable under Section 35-9A-201 and all unearned prepaid rent.

Alabama Comment
The Uniform Act allowing three times actual damages was changed to actual damages.

Comment
This section provides a remedy for the violation of Section 4.207[35-9A-407]. See also comment to Section 4.104(c)[35-9A-404(c)].

Injunctive relief may be available in an appropriate case.

DIVISION II - LANDLORD REMEDIES

35-9A-421. Noncompliance with Rental Agreement; Failure to Pay Rent.

(a) Except as provided in this chapter, if there is a material noncompliance by the tenant with the rental agreement or a noncompliance with Section 35-9A-301 materially affecting health and safety, the landlord may deliver a written notice to terminate the lease to the tenant specifying the acts and omissions constituting the breach and that the rental agreement will terminate upon a date not less than 14
days after receipt of the notice. If the breach is not remedied within the 14 days after
receipt of the notice to terminate the lease, the rental agreement shall terminate on
the date provided in the notice to terminate the lease unless the tenant adequately
remedies the breach before the date specified in the notice, in which case the rental
agreement shall not terminate.

(b) If rent is unpaid when due and the tenant fails to pay rent within 7 days
after receipt of written notice to terminate the lease for nonpayment and if the rent is
not paid within the 7-day period, the landlord may terminate the rental agreement
at the expiration of the 7-day period. If a noncompliance of rental agreement occurs
under both subsection (a) and this subsection, the 7-day notice period to terminate
the lease for nonpayment of rent in this subsection shall govern.

(c) Except as provided in this chapter, a landlord may recover actual damages
and obtain injunctive relief for noncompliance by the tenant with the rental
agreement or Section 35-9A-301. If the tenant's noncompliance is willful, the
landlord may recover reasonable attorney's fees.

Alabama Comment

Section (a) has been modified. A material breach in a term of the lease other
than nonpayment of rent, notice to the tenant the lease will be terminated in 14 days
unless the breach is remedied.

Subsection (b) shortens the notice period to terminate the lease for
nonpayment of rent from 14 days to 7 days. The 7 days is after receipt of written
notice to terminate. Where there is both a violation of the term of the lease and the
rent is unpaid, the 7-day notice predominates.

An action for injunctive relief must be brought in circuit court. Injunctive
relief is not available in district court.

The Uniform Act provides for where there has been a similar prior
noncompliance within a 6 month period the landlord may terminate the lease. This
provision was removed.
35-9A-422. Failure to Maintain.

If there is noncompliance by the tenant with Section 35-9A-301 materially affecting health and safety that can be remedied by repair, replacement of a damaged item, or cleaning, and the tenant fails to comply as promptly as conditions require in case of emergency or within 7 days after written notice by the landlord specifying the breach and requesting that the tenant remedy it within that period of time, the landlord may enter the dwelling unit and cause the work to be done in a workmanlike manner and submit the itemized bill for the actual and reasonable cost or the fair and reasonable value thereof as rent on the next date periodic rent is due, or if the rental agreement has terminated, for immediate payment.

Comment

The landlord may proceed under either or both Section 4.201[35-9A-421] or Section 4.202[35-9A-422]. In event of a recurring breach, he can proceed under either section. He must serve notice in all cases.

(a) If a rental agreement requires the tenant to give notice to the landlord of
an anticipated extended absence in excess of 14 days pursuant to Section 35-9A-304
and the tenant willfully fails to do so, the landlord may recover actual damages from
the tenant.

(b) During any absence of a tenant in excess of 14 days, the landlord may
enter the dwelling unit at times reasonably necessary.

(c) If a tenant abandons the dwelling unit, the landlord shall make reasonable
efforts to rent it at a fair rental. But such duty shall not take priority over the
landlord's right to first rent other vacant units. If the landlord rents the dwelling unit
for a term beginning before the expiration of the rental agreement, it terminates as of
the date of the new tenancy. If the landlord fails to use reasonable efforts to rent the
dwelling unit at a fair rental or if the landlord accepts the abandonment as a
surrender, the rental agreement is deemed to be terminated by the landlord as of the
date the landlord has notice of the abandonment. If the tenancy is from month-to-
month or week-to-week, the term of the rental agreement for this purpose is deemed
to be a month or a week, as the case may be.

(d) If a tenant leaves property in the unit more than 14 days after termination
pursuant to this chapter, the landlord has no duty to store or protect the tenant's
property in the unit and may dispose of it without obligation.

Alabama Comment

Pursuant to subsection (c) landlord has no obligation to rent the abandoned
rental unit before or in preference to other vacant units.

Pursuant to subsection (d) landlord liens for household goods are
unenforceable under Section 35-9A-425 of this act.

Acceptance of rent with knowledge of a default by the tenant or acceptance of performance by the tenant that varies from the terms of the rental agreement constitutes a waiver of the landlord's right to terminate the rental agreement for that breach, unless otherwise agreed after the breach has occurred.

Comment

If breach of a continuing duty is involved, acceptance of rent or performance will not bar the landlord’s remedy for a later or other breach. Acceptance of unpaid rent paid after expiration of a termination notice does not constitute a waiver of the termination.

35-9A-425. Landlord Liens; Distraint for Rent.

(a) A lien or security interest on behalf of the landlord in the tenant's household goods is not enforceable unless perfected before January 1, 2007.

(b) Distraint for rent is abolished.

Alabama Comment

Alabama Code Section 35-9-60 “Landlord Liens” is amended to remove “dwelling house” from the statute, the effect being that landlord liens apply to rentals other than “residential leases” defined in this chapter.


If a rental agreement is terminated, the landlord has a claim for possession and for rent and a separate claim for actual damages for breach of the rental agreement and reasonable attorney's fees as provided in Section 35-9A-421(c).

A landlord may not recover or take possession of the dwelling unit by action or otherwise, including willful diminution of services to the tenant by interrupting or causing the interruption of heat, running water, hot water, electric, gas, or other essential service to the tenant, except in case of abandonment, surrender, or as permitted in this chapter.

Comment

See Section 4.107[35-9A-407].

DIVISION III - PERIODIC TENANCY; HOLDOVER; ABUSE OF ACCESS


(a) The landlord or the tenant may terminate a week-to-week tenancy by a written notice given to the other at least 7 days before the termination date specified in the notice.

(b) The landlord or the tenant may terminate a month-to-month tenancy by a written notice given to the other at least 30 days before the periodic rental date specified in the notice.

(c) If a tenant remains in possession without the landlord's consent after expiration of the term of the rental agreement or its termination, the landlord may bring an action for possession and if the tenant's holdover is willful and not in good faith the landlord may also recover an amount equal to not more than 3 month's periodic rent or the actual damages sustained by the landlord, whichever is greater, and reasonable attorney's fees. If the landlord consents to the tenant's continued occupancy, Section 35-9A-161(d) applies.
Pursuant to subsection (c) a landlord’s remedy against a holdover tenant is limited to the greater of actual damages or three months periodic rent.

Comment

See Section 1.402[35-9A-162] as to effect of occupancy under lease signed by only one party and Section 2.103[35-9A-303] as to tenant’s rights to bring an action for possession against a prior holdover tenant.


(a) If a tenant refuses to allow lawful access, the landlord may obtain injunctive relief to compel access, or terminate the rental agreement pursuant to Section 35-9A-421. In either case, the landlord may recover actual damages.

(b) If a landlord makes an unlawful entry or a lawful entry in an unreasonable manner or makes excessive demands for entry otherwise lawful but which have the effect of unreasonably harassing the tenant, the tenant may obtain injunctive relief to prevent the recurrence of the conduct, or terminate the rental agreement pursuant to Section 35-9A-401. In either case, the tenant may recover actual damages.

Alabama Comment

Pursuant to subsection (a) the landlord may recover against the tenant actual damages for the tenant’s refusal to allow the landlord lawful access to the premises but is not entitled to an attorney’s fee.

Pursuant to subsection (b) the tenant may recover against the landlord actual damages for the landlord’s unlawful or unreasonable entry or demands therefor but is not entitled to an attorney’s fee.

Comment

See Section 3.103[35-9A-303] as to right of access.
DIVISION IV - COURT ACTIONS BY LANDLORD

35-9A-461. Landlord's Action for Eviction, Rent, Monetary Damages, and/or Other Relief.

(a) A landlord's action for eviction, rent, monetary damages, or other relief relating to a tenancy subject to this chapter shall be governed by the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure and the Alabama Rules of Appellate Procedure except as modified by this act.

(b) District courts and circuit courts, according to their respective established jurisdictions, shall have jurisdiction over eviction actions, and venue shall lie in the county in which the leased property is located. Eviction actions shall be entitled to precedence in scheduling over all other civil cases.

(c) Service of process shall be made in accordance with the Alabama Rules of Civil Procedure. However, if a sheriff, constable, or process server is unable to serve the defendant personally, service may be had by delivering the notice to any person who is sui juris residing on the premises, or if after reasonable effort no person is found residing on the premises, by posting a copy of the notice on the door of the premises, and on the same day of posting or by the close of the next business day, the sheriff, the constable, the person filing the complaint, or anyone on behalf of the person, shall mail notice of the filing of the unlawful detainer action by enclosing, directing, stamping, and mailing by first class a copy of the notice to the defendant at the mailing address of the premises and if there is no mailing address for the premises to the last known address, if any, of the defendant and making an entry of this action on the return filed in the case. Service of the notice by posting shall be complete as of the date of mailing the notice.

(d) In eviction actions, an appeal by a tenant to circuit court or to an appellate court does not prevent the issuance of a writ of restitution or possession unless the tenant pays to the clerk of the circuit court all rents properly payable under the
terms of the lease since the date of the filing of the action, and continues to pay all
rent that becomes due and properly payable under the terms of the lease as they
become due, during the pendency of the appeal. In the event of dispute, the
amounts properly payable shall be ascertained by the court.

(1) If the tenant should fail to make any payments determined to be
properly payable as they become due under this subsection, upon motion, the court
shall issue a writ of restitution or possession and the landlord shall be placed in full
possession of the premises.

(2) Upon disposition of the appeal, the court shall direct the clerk as to
the disposition of the funds paid to the clerk pursuant to this subsection.

(e) If an eviction judgment enters in favor of a landlord, a writ of possession
shall issue. If a tenant without just cause re-enters the premises, the tenant can be
held in contempt and successive writs may issue as are necessary to effectuate the
eviction judgment.

**Alabama Comment**

The Unlawful Detainer, Ala. Code § 6-6-310 et seq. is amended and repeals
the Sanderson Act § 35-9-1 et seq. Process servers are defined in Alabama Rules of
Civil Procedure, Rule 4.1(b).
ARTICLE V - RETALIATORY CONDUCT


(a) Except as provided in this section, a landlord may not retaliate by discriminatorily increasing rent or decreasing services or by bringing or threatening to bring an action for possession because:

   (1) the tenant has complained to a governmental agency charged with responsibility for enforcement of a building or housing code of a violation applicable to the premises materially affecting health and safety;

   (2) the tenant has complained to the landlord of a violation under Section 35-9A-204; or

   (3) the tenant has organized or become a member of a tenant's union or similar organization.

(b) If a landlord acts in violation of subsection (a), the tenant is entitled to the remedies provided in Section 35-9A-407 and has a defense in any retaliatory action against the tenant for possession.

(c) Notwithstanding subsections (a) and (b), a landlord may bring an action for possession if:

   (1) the violation of the applicable building or housing code was caused primarily by lack of reasonable care by the tenant, a member of the tenant's family, or other person on the premises with the tenant's consent;

   (2) the tenant is in default in rent;

   (3) compliance with the applicable building or housing code requires alteration, remodeling, or demolition which would effectively deprive the tenant of use of the dwelling unit; or

   (4) other material violations of the lease.

(d) The maintenance of an action under subsection (c) does not release the landlord from liability under Section 35-9A-401(b).
Alabama Comment

Subsection (b) is amended from the Uniform Act to omit the presumption that an action by or against the tenant within 6 months before the alleged act of retaliation creates a presumption that the landlord’s conduct was in retaliation.

Subsection (c)(4) has been added to the Uniform Act.

Comment


The question as to whether the landlord is engaging in retaliatory conduct as prohibited by the statute is a question of fact to be determined by the court.
ARTICLE VI - EFFECTIVE DATE, SAVINGS CLAUSE, SEVERABILITY

35-9A-601. Effective Date.

Except for Section 35-9A-163(b) which shall become effective January 1, 2008, this chapter shall become effective on January 1, 2007. It applies to rental agreements entered into or extended or renewed on and after that date.

Alabama Comment

The section requiring that leases not include prohibited provisions becomes effective January 1, 2008 to allow the landlords an additional year to revise their leases before the penalty for noncompliance is effective.

Comment

This section, drawn from Section 10-101 of the Uniform Commercial Code, is also drawn with the idea of an effective date considerably in advance so there may be ample time for all of those who may be affected by the provisions of the Act to become familiar with it. It is intended that the Act apply to all leases, renewals, and other events occurring after its effective date.


Transactions entered into before the effective date of this chapter, and not extended or renewed on and after that date, and the rights, duties, and interests flowing from them remain valid and may be terminated, completed, consummated, or enforced as required or permitted by any statute or other law amended or repealed by this chapter as though the repeal or amendment had not occurred.


If any provision of this chapter or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the invalidity does not affect other provisions or application of this chapter which can be given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this end the provisions of this chapter are severable.
Section 2. Sections 6-6-350 and 35-9-60, Code of Alabama 1975, are amended to read as follows:

"§6-6-350.

"Any party may appeal from a judgment entered against him or her by a district court to the circuit court at any time within 14 seven days after the entry thereof, and appeal and the proceedings thereon shall in all respects, except as provided in this article, be governed by this code relating to appeal from district courts. However, the clerk of the court shall schedule the action for trial as a preferred case, and it shall be set for trial within 60 days from the date of appeal.

"§35-9-60.

"The landlord of any storehouse, dwelling house, or other building shall have a lien on the goods, furniture, and effects belonging to the tenant, and subtenant, for his rent, which shall be superior to all other liens, except those for taxes, and except as otherwise provided in Section 7-9A-333. In case the tenant or subtenant is adjudged a bankrupt, such lien on such goods, furniture, and effects of the bankrupt, except for a dwelling house, used exclusively as a dwelling, shall, as against the trustee in bankruptcy, attach only for unpaid rent accrued and which shall accrue within six months from the date of adjudication computed pro rata at the then current rate. The lien amount accrued and to accrue shall not be increased by reason of any default or breach of contract by the bankrupt. From the amount of such lien, so computed, the trustee in bankruptcy may deduct all payments and all demands which could be legally set up against the landlord by way of counterclaim. If the trustee in bankruptcy shall dispose of the lease as an asset of the bankrupt estate, then the landlord shall have a lien on the goods, furniture, and effects of any person holding under the trustee in bankruptcy."
Section 3. Section 35-9-4 of the Code of Alabama 1975, relating to hiring of lodgings for indefinite term, is repealed. Article 3, commencing with Section 35-9-80, of Chapter 9 of Title 35 of the Code of Alabama 1975, relating to possession wrongfully withheld, is repealed.

Section 4. This act shall become effective on January 1, 2007.